Closed-Loop Screen Cleaning with Filtered Recirculation System

ADVANTAGES
•

Fully-enclosed, 100% pneumatic operation

•

Glass doors with automatic cutoff sensor

•

Double-sided chemical sprayer

•

Variable speed controls

•

Translucent fiberglass back panel

•

Exhaust port for fume evacuation

•

Closed-loop recirculation system

•

Multi-stage, reusable, stainless steel filters

•

Reduced exposure to potentially hazardous solvents

•

Heavy-duty, stainless steel construction

•

LED Backlighting systems available for all units

•

Works with A.W.T.’s Safe-T-Wash™ or other         
biodegradable chemistry
Manufactured by

The Kleen-View Automatic™ is a fully-enclosed, completely pneumatic system that efficiently cleans screens
as it captures ink residue for safe disposal.
Constructed of heavy-duty stainless steel, the Kleen-View
Automatic combines an effective automatic screen washing system and chemical recirculation tank into a single
convenient unit with a fully adjustable chemical flow.
For fast and thorough cleaning of screens, the two-sided
chemical sprayer uses banks of nozzles to attack the
screen from both sides simultaneously.
Permanent, easily removable stainless steel filters eliminate the need for costly replacements.  The wide front
doors allow easy access, and clear tempered glass enables
safe monitoring of the automated screen washing process.
The translucent fiberglass back panel works with daylight
or our optional, high-efficiency LED backlighting system
to backlight screens, clearly showing pinholes, unexposed
emulsion, or residue.
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Kleen-View™ Automatic Screen Washing System
Standard Features

Options and Accessories

Fully pneumatic operation
• Cleans both sides of screen simultaneously
• Automatic cycle completion shutoff
• Clear tempered glass doors
• Open-door safety sensor
• Permanent, removable stainless steel filters
• Stainless steel drip trays (doors)
• Multi-filter, 20-, 50-, or 100-gallon recirculation
tank

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

LED Backlighting systems available for all units
Liquid flow diverters
Air drying system
Automatic exhaust system
Seri-Vac™ 9” aluminum nozzle
Squeegee/Floodbar/Accessories Rack
Stainless-steel drip tray

Air Requirements

80-100 psi

An optional multiple screen holder allows the operator to clean
multiple quantities and sizes at once, saving valuable time.

From the convenient control panel, the operator can start/stop
cleaning operation, view cleaning time, increase or decrease the
nozzle speed and even purge any water remaining in the nozzles.

A .W.T. Safe-T-Wash™ Low-Odor Screen Wash
Safe-T-Wash™ is a special blend of cleaning solutions that meets standards for safe
and effective cleaning of all screen printing
inks. Safe-T-Wash has a low VOC rating
and meets or exceeds most guidelines. This
screen cleaning solution dissolves most ink
systems efficiently with a minimum of time
and effort.

www.awt-gpi .com

CAT. NO.

DESCRIPTION

STW-LO1Q

1-quart container

STW-LO1G

1-gallon container

STW-LO5G

5-gallon container

STW-LO55G

55-gallon container

Your Complete Manufacturing Source for
Screen Printing Equipment, Supplies & Parts

Efficiently Clean Screens and Safely Recycle Ink Residue for Disposal
For best results, use A.W.T.’s Safe-T-Wash™ biodegradable chemistry

Specifications
DIMENSIONS
MAX. FRAME
SIZE O.D.

WIDTH

SINK
HEIGHT

LEG
HEIGHT

TOTAL
HEIGHT

DEPTH

DEPTH WITH
TRAYS

F

RECIRCULATION TANK

A

B

C

D

E

CAT. NO.

DESCRIPTION*

KV-58SSA

Stainless-steel floor
model sink with stand

36 x 54"
(91 x 137cm)

87"
(221cm)

54"
(137cm)

20"
(51cm)

74"
(188cm)

38"
(97cm)

58"
(147cm)

20 gallon

KV-80SSA

Stainless-steel floor
model sink with stand

52 x 70"
(132 x 178cm)

103"
(262 m)

70"
(178cm)

20"
(51cm)

90"
(229cm)

38"
(82cm)

62"
(158cm)

50 gallon

KV-100SSA

Stainless-steel floor
model sink with stand

72 x 96"
(183 x 244cm)

128"
(325cm)

96"
(244cm)

20"
(51cm)

116"
(295cm)

38"
(82cm)

69"
(175cm)

100 gallon

KV-130SSA

Stainless-steel floor
model sink with stand

72 x 120"
(183 x 305cm)

164"
(417cm)

96"
(244cm)

20"
(51cm)

118"
(300cm)

38"
(82cm)

74”
(188cm)

100 gallon

KV-13084SSA

Stainless-steel floor
model sink with stand

84 x 120"
(213 x 305cm)

164"
(417cm)

108"
(274cm)

108”
(274cm)

108”
(274cm)

108”
(274cm)

72"
(188cm)

100 gallon

KV-14888SSA

Stainless-steel floor
model sink with stand

88 x 148”
( x cm)

164”
(417cm)

108”
(274cm)

108”
(274cm)

108”
(274cm)

108”
(274cm)

72”
(188cm)

100 gallon

*Backlight option is available in either 115V, 1PH, 50Hz or 220V, 1PH, 60Hz

Custom sizes available—call for details.
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The A .W.T. World TrAde Group

Combining state-of-the art engineering expertise and creativity
with outstanding customer service to provide quality, consistency, and value
to the screen printing industry for more than 40 years
The A.W.T. World Trade Group offers screen
printers a complete manufacturing source
for machinery, parts, supplies, accessories,
and remanufactured equipment. A.W.T.
develops comprehensive systems that work
efficiently and economically to avoid printing
errors, reduce production downtime, and keep
your operation profitable. Experience has
shown that utilizing a single manufacturing
source greatly reduces potential equipment
incompatibility issues.
Our experienced sales, engineering, and
technical support personnel will assist you in
selecting the optimal screen printing system
and equipment for your company’s particular
needs, or with ordering supplies and accessories
from our extensive inventory.

With unparalleled proficiency in technical
support and service, our staff will quickly
and confidently guide you through the
ordering, installation, and setup processes,
and answer any questions you may have. We
can also custom design a system for your
specific application.
Founded in 2002 with the acquisition by
A.W.T. World Trade and Graphic Parts
International of American Screen Printing
Equipment, the A.W.T. World Trade Group
has further expanded its range of products
and services with the establishment of
Specialized Safety Products in 2008, the
acquisition of General Cylinder Presses in
2010, and the acquisition of Saturn Racks
in 2011.
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distribution

A.W.T. World Trade, Inc.
8550 N.W. 93rd Street, Medley, FL 33166 USA
305.887.7500 • Fax: 305.887.2300
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gpiparts.com
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and

Serving the Eastern U.S., Central and South America

screenprintmachinery.com

generalcylinderpresses.com

Your Complete Manufacturing Source for
Screen Printing Equipment, Supplies and Parts

